INTERVIEWING CANDIDATES FOR SKILLS FOR SUCCESS
(LONG VERSION)

Skills
Success
Skills for
for Success
Skills/Examples of
Behavior
Inclusiveness
Shows respect for
differences in
backgrounds, lifestyles,
viewpoints, and needs,
with regard to ethnicity,
gender, creed, and
sexual orientation
Promotes cooperation
and a welcoming
environment for all
Works to understand the
perspectives brought by
all individuals
Pursues knowledge of
diversity and
inclusiveness

Interview Questions
1. What does the term diversity mean to you as it applies to the workplace?
2. What have you done to make diversity accepted in your workplace? Give some
examples.
3. How has your company handled diversity issues in the workplace? How do you
support this effort? Give an example.
4. What are some of your best practices for creating and managing a diverse work
group? When have you applied them?
5. Describe a time when you had to treat individuals in your work group differently.
Why? What were the outcomes?
6. Tell me about a time that you had to deal with cultural differences. What did you do?
Should you have done something differently and why?
7. What have you done to foster an inclusive work environment? What were the
benefits for the work environment? Give an example.
8. Describe a discussion you initiated with an individual to learn about any diversity
barriers they perceived in the organization. What was the result?
9. Give some examples of what you have done to increase diversity awareness in your
group.

Adaptability
Is flexible, open and
receptive to new ideas
and approaches
Adapts to changing
priorities, situations and
demands
Handles multiple tasks
and priorities
Modifies one's preferred
way of doing things

1. Tell me about a time when you had to change your priorities because of a change in
circumstances or plans. How did you handle it and what was the result?
2. Think of an organizational change you went through -- how did it affect your work
routines? What did you learn from it?
3. Give me an example of how you quickly adapted to a change in your work area
when others were resisting it and holding on to "the old way." What actions did you
take to help bring others on board?
4. Describe a time when you and/or your team faced an unexpected challenge. How
did you meet it? What was the outcome?
5. What signals tell you that a situation has some implications or hidden agendas that
could make it difficult to handle? Provide a specific example. Describe the action
you took.
6. Tell me about a tough work situation that you knew was coming -- how did you
prepare and what was the outcome?
7. At work, we must all compromise to make things happen. Tell me about a time
when you felt it necessary to compromise your own immediate priorities in order to
be flexible and tolerant of another person’s priorities. What affect did this have on
you?
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8. Describe a time when you had to deal with frequent job changes or unexpected
events. Tell me what you did. What does this situation say about your ability to work
in an ambiguous or unstructured environment?
9. When has it been necessary for you to tolerate an ambiguous situation at work?
Give me details of the duration and intensity of the circumstance. What effect did
this have on you?
10. Describe a work situation in which customers/clients changed their minds at the last
minute. How did you handle it and what was the outcome?
11. Give me an example of significant changes you have had to make to your work style
in order to maximize effectiveness. What was the most challenging or difficult and
why?
12. At times, we are all required to deal with difficult people. An even more demanding
factor is to be of service to a difficult person. When have you been successful with
this type of situation at work? Tell me about a time when you were not successful
and why.
13. Describe how you’ve utilized your creativity in your current job.

Self Development
Enhances personal
knowledge, skills, and
abilities

1. Tell me about the last discussion you had with your manager regarding your
development. What was one of the development opportunities discussed and what
have you done to follow up on it? What was the benefit?
2. What development activities have you pursued in the last three months? What have
been some of the outcomes? What feedback have you received?

Anticipates and adapts to
technological advances
as needed

3. Describe the steps you have taken to obtain feedback on your development needs.
Give an example.

Seeks opportunities for
continuous learning

4. Describe a coaching discussion you initiated with your manager or a peer in the last
three months. What was the reason and what was the outcome?

Seeks and acts upon
performance feedback

5. Describe what you have done in the last six months to stay up-to-date in your field.
Provide an example. What has been the benefit?
6. Tell me what you have done to build a network of people in your field from other
companies. How have you used that network to help your development? Give an
example.
7. Give an example of using a mistake as an opportunity for learning and/or
development.
8. Have you taken any skills development courses recently? Why and what were they?
9. How does your current job relate to your career goals?
10. How do you keep informed about important changes in your field? What has been
the benefit?
11. Describe a time when you had to develop the skills required for a job or role? How
did you do it?
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Communication
Demonstrates the ability
to express thoughts
clearly, both orally and in
writing
Demonstrates effective
listening skills
Shares knowledge and
information
Asks questions and offers
input for positive results

Oral
1. Tell me about a time when you had to explain something you knew well to someone
who had difficulty understanding the subject. How did you do it and what was the
outcome?
2. Describe a time when you were unsuccessful in getting your point across. Why?
What was the outcome?
3. Describe a time when you were very effective in getting your point across and
convinced others to change their position. What method did you use?
4. Describe a time when you picked up on non-verbal cues from your listener(s) that
told you to change your communication approach. What was the outcome? What
did you learn?
5. How do you go about assuring that your verbal and/or written messages are clearly
understood? Give an example.
6. How do you avoid "verbal overkill"? How do you reduce messages to their essence
without losing the main intent and content?
7. What types of experiences have you had in talking with customers or clients? Tell
me about a time when you had to communicate under difficult circumstances. What
was the outcome?
8. Describe a time when you used verbal skills to change an attitude, sell a
product/idea, or influence others. What were some of the outcomes?
9. When do you write something and when do you handle it face to face? Give an
example. What was the outcome?

Listening
1. Describe the characteristics of a good listener.
2. How good are your listening skills? How do you know? Provide an example.
3. Give an example of when you picked up some non-verbal cues. Were they positive
or negative and how did they impact your actions?
4. Tell me about a time when you did not understand what someone was trying to
communicate. What were the circumstances? How did you handle it?
5. Describe a time when you and someone else had different understandings of a
conversation. How did you learn about the miscommunication? What did you do?
What was the outcome?
6. Tell me about a time when an associate or team member rambled or talked
excessively. How did you handle it?
7. Tell me about a time when you strongly disagreed with what was being said. What
were the circumstances? What did you do?
8. Describe a time when listening to an important message was difficult because you
were preoccupied or the speaker's communication was unclear. What did you do to
grasp the key points?
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9. Tell me about a time when you "spoke too soon" as a result of not listening. Why?
What was the result?
10. How do you signal other people that you're listening to what they say? Provide an
example.
11. How do you ensure that you accurately understand verbal information given to you?
Give an example.
12. Think back to some instances when you misunderstood verbal information. Why did
this happen? What did you do to correct the situation?

Written
1. Describe the most difficult work related writing assignment you have ever had. How
did you manage it? What was the outcome?
2. Describe a time when you had to adjust your written communication style to your
audience. Specifically what did you do and how did it help?
3. Tell me about a recent written report or proposal you wrote. Describe the process or
guidelines you followed in developing it.
4. Tell me about a time when you were asked to review and edit the written work of
another person. What suggestions did you make? How was it received?
5. Tell me about a time when you had to convey technical information in a written form
to a non-technical audience. How did you do it? What was the outcome?
6. Give two examples of when you have asked for feedback from others on your
written work. Did you incorporate their suggestions? Why or why not?
7. What are the key activities that you do that involve writing? Which do you find most
easy/difficult? Why are some of these activities more difficult than others?
8. What experience have you had writing letters, reports, and/or technical or sales
manuals or brochures? Provide an example.
9. To what extent do you enjoy writing assignments? Why or why not?
10. In some jobs it is necessary to document work thoroughly in writing. For example, to
meet guidelines or to train another person. Give me an example of your experiences
in this area.
11. Tell me about the most complex information you have had to read in your job. How
did it test your comprehension skills and technical knowledge? Be specific.
12. Describe your experiences in editing manuscripts, articles, documents or any other
form of written communication. Be specific.
13. Give me an example, taken from your experience in report writing, preparation of
proposals, presentations, technical manuals, etc., which illustrates the extent of your
written communication skills.
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Teamwork
Builds working
relationships to solve
problems and achieve
common goals
Demonstrates sensitivity
to the needs of others
Offers assistance,
support, and feedback to
others
Works effectively and
cooperatively with others

1. Tell me about a time when you were working as part of a team and felt that you
could achieve better or faster results on your own. How did you handle it? What was
the outcome?
2. Tell me about a time when you were a part of a team that worked very well together.
What did you do to foster the success of that team?
3. Describe a time when you were part of a team but were not clear about your role.
What did you do about it and what was the outcome?
4. Tell me about a specific time when you experienced conflict with another team
member. How did you handle it? What did you learn from the experience?
5. Describe a time when a project did not go well due to a lack of teamwork. To what
did you attribute the lack of teamwork? What action did you take and what was the
outcome?
6. Describe actions you have taken to encourage team members to feel comfortable
sharing their opinions, even if they differ from your own. Give a specific example.
7. Give examples of what you have done to model collaboration and teamwork.
8. Describe a time when you helped a team member who joined the team later or in
mid-stream. How did you bring this team member up to speed with the rest of the
group? What was the outcome?
9. Tell me about a project for which you were responsible for that required getting
outside help. What did you do and what was the outcome?
10. Describe a time when you shared your team's successes with others. Why?
11. To what extent do you consider yourself a "team player"? What does that mean to
you?
12. Describe a time when team requirements came into conflict with your individual
goals and objectives. How did you handle it and what was the outcome?
13. Tell me about a time when you had to work with a team member who was less
experienced or knowledgeable than other team members. What effect did it have on
you and the team? What did you do and what was the outcome?
14. Do you feel more motivated when working as a team member or when working as
an individual contributor? Explain.
15. Tell me about a time when it was necessary to confront a negative attitude in your
team. Specifically what actions did you take and what was the outcome? Now, tell
me about a time when you were not successful.
16. Tell me about a time when you had your greatest success in building team spirit.
What specific results did the team accomplish?
17. Describe your style of contributing to any team in which you work. What does the
team look to you for? How creative are you at problem solving compared to the
other members?
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Service-Minded
Is approachable/
accessible to others

1. Describe your internal and external customers for me. What is your level of
interaction with them?
2. What have you done to encourage others to maintain strong customer focus? Give
me some examples.

Reaches out to be helpful
in a timely and
responsive manner

3. How do you obtain and keep up-to-date information about customers? How do you
use this information to meet your customers’ needs?

Strives to satisfy one’s
external and/or internal
customers

4. Give me an example of when you had to form a relationship with a customer whom
you really disliked in order to get your job done? What steps did you take and what
was the outcome?

Is diplomatic, courteous,
and welcoming

5. Tell me about a time when you had to deal with a difficult customer/client. What did
you do? How effective were you?
6. Tell me about a time when you or your team improved a customer relationship. How
did you recognize what improvements were needed? What was the outcome?
7. Tell me about a time when what was best for the customer was not best for the
organization. How did you handle the situation and what was the result?
8. Tell me about a time when you were not effective in meeting the customer's needs.
Why did you fall short and what steps did you take to correct the situation?
9. Describe a time when you were extremely successful in pleasing a customer. What
made you successful?
10. Tell me about a customer who was very displeased with your service. What were
the circumstances? What did you do about it? What was the result?
11. Describe a time when a customer demanded a product or service that you did not
believe was the best match for their needs. How did you handle the situation and
what was the outcome?
12. Tell me about a time when you worked to better understand the specific needs of a
client group/customer.

Stewardship
Demonstrates
accountability in all work
responsibilities
Exercises sound and
ethical judgment when
acting on behalf of the
university
Exercises appropriate
confidentiality in all
aspects of work
Shows commitment to
work and to
consequences of own
actions

1. Give me an example of how you go about informing your superiors when there has
been a problem in your area that they need to know about. Describe your plan of
action and the outcome.
2. What experiences have you had when others were unable or unwilling to keep their
commitments? How did you handle the situation and what was the outcome?
3. How do you deal with others who refuse to accept responsibility for issues in their
area, but always blame something/someone else? What effect has this had on you
or your team’s work?
4. Tell me about a time when you made a mistake or did not achieve what was
expected. What action did you take and what was the outcome?
5. Tell me about a time when someone was not satisfied with your results. What
caused this, how did you handle it, and what was the outcome?
6. Tell me about a time when someone else received credit for something you had
done. What did you do and what effect did it have on you?
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7. Describe a time when you were very straightforward, said what needed to be said
and did not back away from an uncomfortable issue. What was the outcome?
8. Describe a time when you were too direct and straightforward with a co-worker,
resulting in a strained relationship. Were you able to clear things up and continue a
working relationship? What was the impact on your relationship?
9. Describe a work situation in which you applied the philosophy that “discretion is the
better part of valor.” What did you learn from this? What was the outcome?
10. Describe a time when someone continued to hold a grudge after you tried to resolve
your work differences. What actions did you take to improve the relationship and
what was the result?
11. Some situations require us to express ideas/opinions in a very tactful and careful
way. Tell me about a time when you were successful with this skill. What was the
outcome?
12. Sometimes it is important to disagree with others, particularly your boss, in order to
keep a mistake from being made. Tell me about a time when you were willing to
disagree with a boss, co-worker, peer or client in order to build a positive outcome.
What was the result?
13. Describe a time when you had to sell an idea to upper management or to a client.
What was your process? What was the result?

Motivation
Shows initiative,
anticipates needs and
takes actions
Demonstrates innovation,
creativity and informed
risk-taking
Engages in problemsolving; suggests ways to
improve performance and
be more efficient
Strives to achieve
university, unit, and
individual goals

1. What tools have you found most useful or effective in motivating your staff? Provide
examples of how you specifically motivate each individual.
2. Tell me about a specific time when you were recognized for your efforts or
accomplishments in a team or staff meeting. What were the circumstances?
3. Describe a time when you were not able to motivate your co-workers or team. Why?
How did you handle it?
4. Describe specifically what you've done to create a team environment. What action
do you take to gauge your team’s morale? How do you ensure good moral is
maintained?
5. Describe how you turned around the performance of a direct report who was not
very motivated. What did you do and what was the outcome?
6. Tell me about the last time one of your direct reports received recognition from you
in a group setting. What were the circumstances?
7. Describe a time when you were very enthusiastic or motivated about a project. How
did you share this with your team or group? What were some of the specific things
that motivated you?
8. What do you think is the best way of motivating people? Why? Provide an example.
9. What are de-motivators for you?
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